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the example in this chapter is a static web page built with the classic html
page structure that most folks are familiar with. youll notice that this is a

classic scenario and commonly what most of us.. chapter4styling
attributestoday, sites are no longer centered on text and table-based

layouts. instead, the focus is on creating forms with user input,
transitioning between screens, and enhancing text with powerful styling
markup. in a typical web page, there are many different sections: from
text blocks to headings, navigation links, logos, and advertisements. all

these sections share one thing in common: they include styling. in
chapter 4, we focus on the styling a.. chapter5layout, visual formatting,

and spacingthree things make up a typical web site: layout, visual
formatting, and spacing. we cover the latter two aspects in this chapter.

first, we explore the visual formatting of html5, including boxes and
areas. then, we take a look at the various font properties that can be

applied to html5 content. finally, we highlight the possibilities of spacing
so you can get the best view.. chapter6animation, audio, video, and

scriptingin most web projects, we're faced with the decision of whether to
add animation and interactivity to a static webpage or leave it for later. in

chapter 6, we show you how we can add interactivity to the page using
many different methods. by the end of this chapter, youll be able to

create a dynamic page that includes animation, sound, and even script.
learning the four w's of html5 can.. chapter7input, events, and

behaviorsno doubt about it: web browsers are getting powerful. in
chapter 7, we explore some of the new features that have been

introduced over the years, and we also show you some of the latest html5
input/event/behavior/changes. by the time you finish reading chapter 7,
youll have an understanding of the changes that have taken place since

the last edition of this book was published. for example, input, and..
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right now, you can get
windows phone 8 s on
any network, and its

one of the best
phones you can find
in the market. but, is

it actually usable?
windows phone 8 s is

good at last
messaging, emailing

and organizing
folders. but there are
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still issues. it's not
worth it. at all. today,
20 million windows

phone users are faced
with a tough decision.
do they stay with the

windows phone 8
platform, or move to

another, smaller
market with a

cheaper device. no
matter what they
decide, windows

phone users must
always make it a
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priority to p.. it has
been stated that

html5 is the future of
the web, and could
also be seen as the
future of the mobile

web. the world of
mobile apps is so
saturated and the

features of a browser
have become so

advanced that it's
time to bring html5 to
mobile too. the html5

working group has
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published "html5 data
interfaces for forms

and text input
controls"[1], a
specification to

provide a way for
screen readers,

keyboard input, and
input methods to

work with all modern,
compliant uas. the
spec was started as

"html5 form
validation" [2] by ui

champion and ui
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architect, joss wright,
and is in maintenance

mode in the..
moreover, the

expanded and more
descriptive

description of the svg
glyphs can also be

seen, for example, in
the core-animation pr
operties:"svgfontfaces
kewx","svgfontfacesk
ewy", and"svginterpol

ationfilter". also
interesting is the
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discussion about svg
fonts, which the w3c

is working on
delivering their non-
standard open font

format as a method to
make it available to
users. however, this

spec is still in an
experimental stage,

as the w3c..
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